Visual proteomics.
Visual proteomics attempts to generate molecular atlases by providing the position and angular orientation of protein complexes inside of cells. This is accomplished by template matching (pattern recognition), a cross-correlation-based process that matches the structure of a specific protein complex to the densities of the whole volume or subvolume of a cell, that is typically acquired by cryoelectron tomography. Thereby, a search is performed that scans the entire volume for structural templates contained in a database. In this chapter, we primarily describe the practical experiences gained with visual proteomics during the Leptospira interrogans proteome project [Beck et al. (2009). Visual proteomics of the human pathogen Leptospira interrogans. Nat. Methods 6, 817.]. We give a practical guide how to implement the method and review critical experimental and computational aspects in detail. Based on a survey that has been undertaken for protein complexes from Desulfovibrio vulgaris, we review the difficulty of generating reference structures in detail. Finally, we discuss the high yield targets for technical improvements.